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BMW is building the MINI in Oxford UK. 
The operation is highly integrated in Europe-wide supply 
chains, drawing on specialized suppliers across Europe. 

Where should the e-Mini be build? 

What is the role of HQ and UK-sub in the decision process?  

2017

The Brexit vote creates uncertainty regarding the 

conditions for trade between the UK and the EU.

BMW wants to lead in e-mobility and decided to 

start manufacturing a fully electric MINI by 2019

Ivey Case #9B19M013 (2019) 
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Bossard use to be a wholesaler for srews, nuts and bolts. 

Now they supply C-parts directly from Switzerland to production lines 

across the EU

• How can trade 

intermediaries and logistics 

service providers gain 

competitive advantages in in 

the digital age? 

• How can integrated supply 

chains be protected against 

political risks? 

Ivey Case #9B17M149 (2017) 
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SSI Schaefer moved from 

manufacturing boxes 

and shelves to building 

warehouses, and then to 

“providing solutions”. 

• How ‘solutions 

providers’ manage 

foreign entry – as 

opposed to traditional 

manufacturers? 

• How does big data 

change supply chain 

management? 

Factory Layer Integration: 

Fully automated intralogistics

[P&M, 3rd ed.]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJtXtIFz8-A
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CNOOC in Canada

2005: bid for Unocal for $18.5 bn
eventually withdrawn

2010: acquisition for $1.1 bn of a 
33% stake in a Texas oil field

2012 Aug: bid for Nexen in Canada

2012 Dec: Canadian government approval
2013 Feb: CFIUS approval

2014-16: oil price nosedives
2015 Jun: oil pipeline spill 
2016 Jan: plant explosion

../../../teaching/Videos for Teaching/Nexen Canadians Uneasy over Possible CNOOC Acquisition.mp4
../../papers/cases for teaching/CNOOC/videos/Tour of the Nexen pipeline spill.mp4
../../papers/cases for teaching/CNOOC/videos/Nexen Long Lake Explosion.mp4
../../papers/cases for teaching/CNOOC/videos/Nexen Canadians Uneasy over Possible CNOOC Acquisition.mp4


6The German Chamber of 
Commerce in Shanghai 
convenes a meeting of CEOs 
of German-owned companies 
to discuss how they can 
individually and jointly 
develop more social 
engagement initiatives. 

[P&M, 2nd/3rd ed.]
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Wanda Group acquires El Edificio España in Madrid, but fails to get its refurbishment 
strategy approved by the local authorities 

Wang Jianlin

1957 – Opened, the tallest building in Spain

2007 – Acquired by Santander Bank for €389 m 

2014 – Acquired by Wanda for €265 m 

2016 – Sold by Wanda for ca €265 m 
Manuela Carmena

Ivey Case #9B15M109 (2015) 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj64N_qzLfMAhUsBMAKHSA5BV4QjRwIBw&url=https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edificio_Espa%C3%B1a&psig=AFQjCNFDMQx6QbezNc34r3uQ7pIlMtxqhQ&ust=1462148124869125
http://www.belle-systems.de/Jakl-Hof/Wohnen/Grundrisse/grundrisse.html
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Dürr was global leader for balancing machines in 2005

Balancing machines for armatures

 Leader in Europe - yet no sales at all in China

Huge market growth in China

Locally made machines for a fraction of the price 

Customers say, 

 made in Germany is too expensive, too fancy, too 

automated – just not what we need here in China. 

Shanghai Subsidiary develops a machine for the “good 

enough” market

- Initially without knowledge of corporate HQ

Auswuchtmaschine

Ivey Case #9B15M071 (2015) 

Audience Question: 
“How did you 
manage that 
development 

process?”

Speaker Reply: 
“Before SAP, …”

../Videos for Teaching/Duerr-Peter-Legner-in_class-20140929.mpg
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Why? 

• Asian customers account for a majority of sales, esp. in the IT 

and automotive industries

• Top management needs to be close to the fastest changing 

market environments

Challenges

• Develop strategies for Asian and global markets, and for global 

value chains from Shanghai

• Communicate with HQ in Leverkusen to maintain their support 

for the strategy. 

Bayer MaterialScience (now Covestro) moved the leadership 
team of its business unit Polycarbonates to Shanghai 

Ivey Case #9B15M109 (2015) 
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2005 March 2013 July 2013

Dürkopp Adler
(Industrial Sewing Machines)

Pfaff
(Sewing Machines)

KSL Keilmann
(Custom-made products)

[Mr ZHANG Min with 
Ms Cornelia MAST of Pfaff Industrial]

• Dürkopp Adler is performing fairly well under 
Chinese ownership, with a high degree of 
operational autonomy. 

• How should the newly acquired units be integrated 
with the existing subsidiary? 

July 2015

Stoll (26%)
(knitting machines)

Ivey Case #9B014M095 (2015)

Case 3: ShangGong Group has acquired three businesses 
in Germany; they now need to cooperate
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CEO

CEO Europe CEO Americas CEO Asia

CEO China

Sales Agent 
#1324

Sales Agent 
#1325

Sales Agent 
#1326

Sales Agent 
#1327

CEO 
Andrew Witty

China CEO
Mark Reilly

GlaxoSmithkline promotes high standards of social responsibility 
worldwide, yet its China subsidiary got caught cheating 

[P&M, 2nd/3rd ed.]
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• What are the key 
challenges that 
Arçelik faces in 
Western Europe, and 
how could it 
strengthen its 
market position in 
the future?

• What are the key 
challenges that 
Arçelik faces in 
emerging 
economies, and how 
could it leverage its 
resources to enter 
new markets, such 
as South-East Asia? 

Ivey Case #9B015M021 (2015)


